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GABRIEL and POPESCO[4] have proved the following:
THeorem

rr).

her; YOoe an AoeHan category VJUft exact a'wect t~mtts. Let

U e rt', E = Hom'if(U, V), JIB be the categoryof right E modules,and
S : rt' ~ JI E : M ~ Hom~ ( U, M). Let T: Jt B ~ rt' be an adjoint of S
(one exists) and tp the associatednatural transformationfrom T 0 S to the
identity junctor on rt'. The following are equivalent.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

U is a generator of rt'.
S is completely faithful.
tp is an isomorphism and T is exact.
T is exact and induces an equivalence0/ JlE/KerT

and rt'.

In [3] it was shown that if R is a ring and f/ is a localizing subcategory of JlR, then JlR/f/ is Abelian with a generator and exact
direct limits. The point of Theorem(*) is that the converse holds. Namely,
if rt' is Abelian with exact direct limits and a generator, then rt' is equivalent to the category of all modules over a ring, modulo a localizing
subcategory. Gabriel and Popesco'stheoremis non-trivial even for the case
rt'

= JI R for

some ring R.

Our purpose here is to examine this situation, or more generally, the
situation when rt' is a full exact Abelian subcategory of JtR having a
generator and exact direct limits.
Let rt' be such a category. In the notation of Theorem(*), T = (. Q9EV),
and Section 1 is concerned with identifying Ker T. Now Ker T is a localizing subcategory of JlE [3] (i.e., KerT is closed under submodules homomorphic images, extensions, and arbitrary direct sums), and there is a
natural one-one correspondence between localizing subcategories of J{ E
and non-empty sets J of right ideals of E satisfying

a) I eJ, J a right ideal of E, J ~ I imply J eJ.
'"
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b) I, J Ef imply I nJ Ef.
c) IEf, xEE, imply I:x={eEElxeEI}Ef.
d) J a right ideal of E, I Ef, J: i Ef for all i E I imply J Ef.
(:SeelJj or l7j.)
Such an / is called an idempotent topologizing filter.
If f/ is a localizing subcategory of vilE, the associated / is just
/(f/)
= {llEfl E .9'}. The point is that localizing subcategories are
determined by the cyclic modules they contain. a)-d) above specify
which sets of cyclics can be the cyclics of a localizing subcategory. The
sets / satisfying a)-d)
can be quite complicated, but we show in
Theorem 1.7 that if <it'= .A R then / (Ker T) is just those right ideals

of E containing the trace ideal t of U in E. (t is the image of the trace
map 1': U @RHom(U, E) -'?E: u @ f -'? f(u).)
It follows that Ker T = {M EvIIRIMt = O}. Several other properties of T are derived in Section 1. One amusing result of these is the
following. If D is a division ring and V is a right vector spaceover D,
then.AD is equivalent to vilE (E = HomD(V, V)) modulo the localizing
subcategoryof those j{ in vilE annihilated by the minimum two-sided
ideal {f E Eldim f(V) < No}.
Section 2 is concerned with the extent to which the ring
E = HomR(U, U) determines ~, U a generator in ~. Suppose U has
the property that an inclusion map A

-+

U induces an isomorphism

HOID'l(U, U) -+ Hom'l(A, U) if and only if A = U. Call such a generator a proper generator.
Every Abelian category ~ with exact direct limits and a generator
has a proper generator. In fact, if U is a generator of~, then the injective envelopeQ of the direct sum of all quotients of U is a co-generator,
and so U EB Q is a proper generator of <ff.One of the principal results in
Section 2 is the following. If V is a proper generator in an Abelian
category ~' with exact direct limits, and if E ~ E' = Hom'l'(V, V),
then there exists an equivalence F: ~ -+ <fi' such that F (U) = V. Let
C be the class of rings that are endomorphism rings of proper generators
in Abelian categories with exact direct limits. The result above partitions rff: two rings in rff are in the same member of the partition if and
only if they are endomorphism rings of proper generators in equivalent
Abelian categories with exact direct limits. This should have some ring
theoretical significance. It is shown in Corollary 2.3 that a ring R is in
C if and only if the set of right ideals I such that the natural map
HOIDR(R, R) -+ HoIDR(I, R) is anisomorphisID satisfies properties a)-d)
above for idempotent topologizing filters. The class C contains all commutative rings (Theorem 2.5) and all self-injective rings. Several other
properties of C are exhibited in Section 2.
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Using the notation in Theorem(*) above it is shown in Section 3 that E
is right self-injective if and only if U is injective. Also, the injective
envelope of U is T (E), where E is the injective envelope of E in J( E.
In particular, if U is a generator in the category Jt R of right R-modules,

the injective envelopeof U is

E @E U.

The category of Abelian p-groups is Abelian with a generator and
exact direct limits. This category is the topic of Section 4. An Abelian
p-group G such that G modulo its maximum divisible subgroup is unbounded turns out to be flat as a module over its endomorphism ring
(Theorem 4.1). This fact is of some group theoretical interest [6]. It
seems to be a bit difficult to determine which groups are proper generators in the category of Abelian p-groups.
1. The Kernel of T
Throughout, ~ will be an Abelian category with a generator U and
exact direct limits, and E will be the ring Hom~(U, U). The category ~
has infinite sums and injective envelopes, and the functor
S = Hom't,"(U,.): ~ ~JtE
has an adjoint [3] which will be denoted by T.
Definition. Let I be a right ideal in E. Then I U is the image of the
map

2:U~U.

iel

As pointed out in the introduction, to identify Ker T is the same as
identifying /, the set of right ideals I of E such that T(EjI) = O.The
following proposition does this.

Proposition 1.1. A right ideal 10f E is in /
and only it 1U= U.

(i.e., T(Ej1) = 0) if

Proof. Since T is right exact, T (Ell) = 0 if and only if the inclusion
I ~ E induces an epimorphism T(I) ~ T(E). But the image of this

map is just 1U. To seethis, let i E I. Then S(i): E
S(i)(E) c I, TS(i):

(

fact 1m .2: T (E)

~

T(E)

~

) = T (I),

L T(E) L T~
L <Pu'\' .

LU-~U

iEI

In

since T is exact and commutes

with direct sums. In the commutative diagram

iEIl

E: e ~ ie. Since

T(E) can be factored through T(I).

T (E)

tel

~

T(E)
1<Pu
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the vertical arrows are isomorphisms,by Theorem(*) of Gabriel and Popesco. It follows that the image of the composition T (I) -+ T (E) ~ U
is IU.
Proposition 1.2. If I Eel, thenHomE(EII, E) = 0 and Ext1(EII, E)

= 0 in JlE.
Proof. HoIDE(EII, E) = HoIDE(EII, 8(U» ~ HoIDrc(T(EII), U) = 0
since T(EjI) = O. In the commutative diagram with exact row
HomE(E, E) -+ HomE (I, E) -+ Extk(E/1,

t

E)-+O

t

Hom~(T(E), U) -+Hom~(T(1), U)
the vertical maps and the lower horizontal map are isomorphisms.It
follows that Ext1(EjI, E) = O.
Corollary 1.3. If I E /, then the left annihilator of I is zeroand I is
essential in E as a right ideal.

Proof. The left annihilator of I is isomorphicto HomE(Ell, E), which
is zero by Proposition 1.2 above. Let J be a right ideal of E and suppose
IE / such that In J = O. Then I EB J E /, since / is a filter, and by
Proposition 1.2 above, the sequence
0 = HomE(EjI, E) ~HomE((I Ef)J)jI, E) ~Ext1(Ej(I Ef)J), E) = 0
is exact, implying HomE((I EDJ)/ I, E) = O.It follows immediately that
J=O.
If U is a generator in JlR and A is a right R-module then

Ext1(u, A) (2)BU = O.
A more general statement is the following.
Proposition 1.4. If U is a generator in Cfl, A E Cfl then Ext~(U, A)
E Ker T.

Proof. Let 0 -+ A

Q -+ 0
yields an exact sequence
-+

-+

O~Homq(U,A) ~Homq(U,Q)

0 be exact in <'(fwith Q injective. This
~Hom~(U,

0) ~Ext~(U,A)

~O

of right E-modules. Since T: vilE ~ rc is exact, and To S '" l~, this
leads to an exact commutative diagram

0 ~ ToS(A)
O~A

t

~ ToS(Q)

~

t
Q

~ ToS(C)

~

t
C

~ T(Ext~(U,

~

A)) ~O

t
0

with the vertical arrowsisomorphisms.In particular, T (Ext~ (U, A) ) = o.
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Definition. Let R be a ring, U E Jt R. The trace ideal 01 U in the ring
E = HomR ( U, U) is the image of the trace map
U @R HomE ( U, E) ~ E : u @ 1 ~ 1 (u)

.

The trace map is a two-sided E map, so the trace ideal is a two-sided
ideal of E. Note that the trace ideal of U in E is also the image of the
map

'2U:lE.

fEHoIllE(U,E)

If C'(j'is a full exact subcategory of Jt R, then the trace ideal of the gener-

ator U of

C'(j'is

defined. In this case, the trace ideal of U in E will be

denoted by t.
Propositio

HomE(U, E) and I Ef. Then
f (U) = f (I U) = If ( U) ~ I .
In the case '?l = .4R, it is shown below that t Ef,

so that

it is shown that t

=

r

in the case '?l is
the category of all Abelian p-groups for some prime p. It is not known
whether it is always the casethat t = r. If this should be true, it would
permit a generalization of the trace ideal to the case of a generator in an
Abelian category with exact direct limits. The following proposition gives
a faint hint that these two ideals might be the same.

Proposition1.6. The idealr =

n I is a two-sidedideal of E.

lEY

Proof. Let x E r, e E E, I Ef.
that exEI.

Then I: e Ef

implies x E I: e, so

Theorem 1.7. If U is a generatorin .4R, then the trace ideal t of U
in E has the following properties.
i. t U = U. (Thus Ell E Ker T if and only if I:J t.)
ii.

t2 =

t.

ill. The left annihilator of t is O.
iv. t is finitely generatedas a two-sidedideal.
v. t is essentialas a right ideal.
Proof. By the Dual Basis Lemma, there exist maps
/I,...,fnEHomE(U,E)
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U such that for any UE U,
n

u="Lfdu)(ud.
i=l

But 1m Ii ~ t for each i, so U E t U for any U E U. Thus t U = U.
The remainder of i. follows from Propositions1.1and 1.5. Now iii. and v.

only if Mt = 0, and vltR is isomorphic to the category vi{ E modulo the
class of modules M such that Mt = O.
It is interesting to note that U is a generator in vilE if and only if T
is an equivalence vIIE--"?-vIIR.
Some of the members of j'i can be described in terms of families of
sub-objects of U, and in the special case ~ = vii Rand U is projective
the trace ideal can be described in terms of the set of finitely generated
sub-modules of U. This is shown in the next two propositions.

Proposition 1.8. Let y be a 8et of 8ubobject8of U which generate U and
let I y be the right ideal of E generatedby {f EEl f (U) c S 101'80meS E y}.
Then Iy Ef.
Proof. Since U is a generator,

2,U:!S

f(u)cs
is an epimorphism for each S, and by the hypothesis, the inclusion maps
S -+ U induce an epimorphism
2,S-+U.

SEy

The composition of these maps

2, ( 2.U)=t.2. S -+

BEY f(u)cS

U

BEy

is an epimorphism with image ly U. Thus lyE/.
This proposition, when U is an R-module, says the set of all endomorphisms which carry U into cyclic submodules of U generate a member
of /. Also the set of endomorphisms which carry U into finitely gen-

eratedsubmodulesof U generatea memberof /.
Proposition 1.9. Suppose U is a projective generator in vIt R. Let A be
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the right ideal of E generated by {f EEl f (U) c cyclic subnwduleof U} and
Q = {f EEl f( U) c finitely generatedsubmodule of V}. Then t = A = Q.
Proof. From previous propositions, teA. Clearly A c Q. Suppose
tEE with t(U) cuR for some u E U. Since U is projective and R-+
-+ uR: r -+ ur is an epimorphism, there exists a homomorphism
g: U -+ R such that ug(x) = t(x) for all x E U. Define a: U -+ E by
a(y)(x)=yg(x)
for X,YEU. Then for eEE, a(e(y»)(x)=e(y)g(x)
= e(yg(x») = e(a(y)(x)). It follows easily that a is a left E homomorphism. Then f = a(u), implying f E t. Thus Act, so A = t.

Let

t E Q, f( U) c uIR

+

... + unR. Since U is projective, t

can be

lifted to a map g: U -+ uIR EB'" EBunR. Let ei be the composition

of g with the i-th projection. Then t =
for each i.

el

+ ... +

en E

A,

since ei E

A

Corollary 1.10. Let R bea division 1'ing, U Evil R, E = HomR (U, V).
Let I be the minimum two-sidedideal {e EEl dim e(U) < No}, and let g'
bethesubcategory{M E vilE M I = O}. Then thereexistsan equivalence
I

JlR'"

JlE!Y'.

Proof. By Proposition 1.9 above, 1=
Theorem 1.7 concludes the proof.

t, and an application of

2. Endomorphism rings of proper generators
A ring can be the endomorphism ring of generators U und U' of
Abelian categories <Cand <C'with exact direct limits without <Cand <C'
being equivalent. For example, if R is a division ring and U is an infinite
dimensional vector space in J( R, then its endomorphism ring E is also
the endomorphism ring of the generator E E J(E. However, J(R and J(E
are not equivalent. The point is that E is not a proper generator in J( E.
The main objective here is to show that if U und U' are proper generators
of Abelian categories <Cand <C'with exact direct limits, and if U and V'
have isomorphic endomorphism rings then <Cand <C'are equivalent.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring and let f be the set of right ideals I of R
such that the inclusion 1-+ R induces an isomorphism HorrLR(R, R) -+
HomR(I, R). If f is an idempotent topologizing filter then R is a proper
generator in the quotient category !!JJ= J( RI Y' (f).
Proof. Let j: M ~ R be an inclusion map in ~ which induces an
isomorphism Hom.@(R,R)~Hom!0(M,R).
Let f:M'~RIS
be a
representative of this map in JlR, where MIM' E g'(~) and S E g'(~).
Since HomR(RII, R) = 0 for all I E~, R has no non-zero submodules
in g'(~), so S = O. Let J = f(M'). Then M ~ R in ~ if and only if
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J E f, for since J is a monomorphism, Ker t E!/
Consider the exact commutative diagram

0 -+ HomR(RjJ, R) ~HomR(R,

R) -+HomR(J, R) -+ Ext1(RjJ,

t

0

~

and M ~ J in !7)).

R) ~O

t

Homgy(R,R) ~Homgy(J,R)

~O.

The map HomR(R,R) ~ Homgy(R,R) is an isomorphism, from the
definition of f, so that HomR(RjJ,R) =0. Sincethe diagram commutes,
the other vertical

arrow is an isomorphism

so Extk (RjJ, R)

=

0 and

JEf.
Proposition 2.2. Let f (E) be the set ot right ideals ot E such that
HomE(Ej1,E) = 0 and Ext1 (Ej1, E) = O. Then U is a proper generator
in re it and only it f(E) = f.
Proof. If f (E) = /, Lemma 2.1 above shows that U is a proper
generator in re (using the equivalence .A'Ej9'(/)",re
of Gabriel-Popesco's
Theorem (*)).
Suppose U is a proper generator in re. If 1 is a right ideal of E, the
sequences
0 -+ T (1) -+ T(E)

~

T(Ej1)

~O

and
0 -+ 1 U ~ U -+ Uj1 U-+O
are equivalent, by Proposition 1.1. Thus the adjoint maps lead to a
commutative diagram
0 ~ Hom'if(Uj1 U, U) ~ Hom'if(U, U) ~ Hom'if(1 U, U)

t

t
0~HomE(Ej1,E)

~ HomE(E,E)

t
~ HomE(1,E)~Ext1(Ej1,E)~0

with the vertical maps isomorphisms and the rows exact. Hence 1 E f (E)
if and only if Hom'if (U, U) ~ Hom'if(1 U, U) is an isomorphism, and this
map is an isomorphism

if and only if 1 E f

(since U is proper).

From the two previous propositions one has immediately
Corollary 2.3. A ring R is the endomorphism ring ot a proper generator
ot an Abelian category with exact direct limits it and only it the set ot right
ideals 10t R tor which the map HomR(R,R)~HomR(I,R)
is an isomorphism is an idempotent topologizing filter.
If R is self-injective it is easy to see that f (R) is an idempotent
topologizing filter. In this case, f (R) is the set of right ideals 1 such
that HomR(RjI,R) = O. The next proposition allows us to describe
other classesof rings which are included in ,g, the class of all rings which
are endomorphism rings of proper generators.
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Proposition 2.4. Let R be a ring. It I E .Ii (R) implies I: x

E

.Ii (R) for

all x E R, then .Ii (R) is an idempotent topologizing filter.
Proof. If I E .Ii = .Ii (R) and J::J I, J a right ideal of R, the exact
sequence Rj I -'>- RjJ -'>-0 induces an exact sequence 0 -'>-HomR(RjJ, R)
-'>- HomR(RjI,R)
= O. Thus HomR(RjJ,R) = O.

Let I E J and supposeJ is a right ideal of R such that J: x E f for
all XE I. Since RjJ:x ~ (xR + J)jJ, HOIDR((xR+ J)jJ,R) = 0 for all
x E I. Thus HoIDR((1 + J)/J,R) = O.The exact sequence0 ~ (I + J)jJ
~
R/J ~ R/(1 + J) ~ 0 induces an exact sequence
HoIDR(R/(I

+ J), R) ~HomR(RfJ,

R) ~HomR((I

+ J)/J, R) =

0

But the first term is also zero by the argument of the preceding paragraph,
so HomR(RjJ, R) = O.
Let IE.f and J:J I. The exact sequence0 -7> JjI -+ RjI -7> RjJ -7> 0
induces the exact sequence

0 = HomR(Rj1, R) -'?HoIDR(Jj1, R) -'? Ext1(RjJ,

R) -'?O,

and since for x E J, I: x E J and
Rj(l:x)

~ (xR+ 1)/1,

HOIDR((xR

+ 1)/I,R)

= 0

for all xeJ. It follows that 0 = HOIDR(J /I, R) and hence0 = Ext~( R/J, R).
Let I,J eJ. The exact sequence
0 -+ (I

+ J)/J

-+

R/(1 ('\ J) ,-+ RJ1 -+ 0

yields an exact sequence
0 = HomR(RjI, R) -+HomR(Rj(I 11J), R)-+
-+ HoIDR«I

+ J)jJ,

R) -+ Ext1(RjI,

R) = 0

and the exact sequence
0 -+ (I + J)JJ -+ RJJ-+ RJ(1+ J) -+ 0
yields an exact sequence
0 = HomR(R/J, R) -»-HomR((I

+ J)/J, R) -»-Ext1 (R/(I + J),

R)

-»-Ext~(R/J,R} = O.
By the previous paragraph, Ext1(Rf(I
HoIDR(Rf(1

+ J), R) =

0, so that

n J), R) = o.

The exactsequence
0 -4- l I-+- J)IJ

-4-

RIll n J)

-4-

Rll

-4-0

yields an exact sequence
0

= Ext1 (R/ I,

R) -+ Ext1 (R/(1

(J

J), R)

-+

Extk «I

+ J)fJ, R).
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Now for

xER, J:XEJ

so Extk(Rj(J:x),R)

=0,

so Extk({xR+J)jJ,R)=O.

Now consider the exact sequence
0 -+K

-+

L: (xR

+ J)jJ

-+

(1

+ J)jJ-+O

XEI

where the maps (x R + J)jJ
yields an exact sequence

-+

(I + J)jJ are the inclusion maps. This

0 = HOIDR(K, R) -+ Ext1 ((1

+ J)jJ,

R) -+ Ext1

(L (x R + J)jJ, R

)

R::!

xeI

R::!

TIExtk((xR

xeI

+ J)jJ,R) = o.

But the first term is also zero, by the third paragraph of this proof. Thus
Extk (RjJ, R) = O.

Remark. SupposeIE J, J -:JI imply Ext1(RjJ, R) = o. Let IE J,
x E R. The exact sequence
O-+Rj(I:x)

-+RjI

-+Rj(xR

+ 1)-+0

yields an exact sequence

0 --*HoIDR(RjI:x, R) --* Ext1(Rj(x R + I), R) = O.
It follows that the hypothesis

"IEJ,J:;I,xERimply

Ext1(RfJ,R) =0 and Ext1(Rfl:x,R)

=0"

would also imply that J! (R) is an idempotent topologizing filter.
It is interesting to note that if J! (R) is a filter then every IE J! (R)
is an essential right ideal of R. To see this, let IE J! (R) and suppose J
is a right ideal of R with I n J = O. The exact sequence 0 ~ J ~ RII
~
RI(I EB J) ~ 0 yields an exact sequence

0 = HomR (RI I, R)
If.f(R)

~

HomR(J, R) ~ Ext1 (RI(I EBJ), R).

is a filter then I EBJE.f(R),implyingExt1(RI(I

EBJ), R) = O.
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= 0, which can happen only if J = O.

It follows that HomR(J,R)

Theorem 2.5. It R is a commutativering then R is the endomorphism
ring ot a proper generator.
Proof. Let IE f(R), x E R. Since l:x:J I, Hom(R/1:x, R) = O.
For Y E l:x/1,

+ 1)/1

(yR

~ R/(I:y),

so HomR((yR

+ 1)/I,R)

= O.

It follows that HomR((1 :x)/I, R) = O.Now the exact sequence
0 -+ ((I:x)jI)

-+ RjI -+ (Rj(I:x))-+O

yields the exact sequence
0 = HoillR((I:x)jI,

Thus Ext1(Rj(I:x),

R) ~Ext1(RjI:x,

R) ~Ext1(RjI,

R) = O.

R) = O.

Proposition 2.6. If R is a principal ideal domain then R is a proper
generator in vitRo

Proof. Let I be an ideal of R and suppose0 '*' I

'*'

R. Let Q be the

R, I = x R
with x-I 1= R. Now f: I -;.. R : xr -;.. ris an R-homomorphism which cannot
be extended to an endomorphism of R, so HomR(R,R) -;.. HomR(I,R)
is not an isomorphism. It follows that .f! (R) = {R}, and R is a proper
generator in J(R.
quotient field of R. Since R is a principal ideal domain and I

'*'

Example. Let F be a field, R = F[x,y] and let I be the ideal in R
generatedby x and y. Any homomorphism1---»-R is a multiplication by
an element pjq of the quotient

(pjq)y = s with r,s

field, where p,q E R. If (pjq) x

=

rand

R, then px = rq and py = sq. It may be assumed
that x doesnot divide both p and q. Supposex doesnot divide p. Then x
doesnot divide py, so x doesnot divide q. Thus, in any case,x doesnot
divide q. But x doesdivide rq, hencex divides r, and pjq E R. Thus any
homomorphism I

E

---»-

R is a multiplication by an element of R. It follows

that Ext1(RjI,R) = O. Also HomR(RjI,R) = 0 since R is an integral
domain, so IE .fi (R), I =1= R. ThusnoteveryintegraldomainR is a proper
generatorin .A R.
Proposition 2.7. If R is a hereditary ring then R is the endomorphism
ring of a proper generator if and only if IE J (R), J;;;2 I imply J E J (R).
Proof. Let IE.fi

(E), x E E. The exact sequence

0 -+ EI(I:

x) -+ Ell

-+ EI(x E

+ I)-+O

yields an exact sequence
HOIDR(Rj I, R)

=

0 --»-HOIDR(Rj(I: x), R) --»-Ext:k (Rj(x R

+ I),

R) --»-
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Extk(R/I, R) = 0 4-Extk(R/(I: x), R) 4-Ext1t(Rf(x R + I), R) = O.
Sincex R + I:J I, if one assumes J (R) includes every right ideal of R

+

I), R) = O.Thus
every term of the above sequenceis zero and I: x E J (R). By Proposition
2.4, J (R) is an idempotent topologizing filter. Apply Corollary 2.3. The
converse also follows from Corollary 2.3.

which contains some member of J(R),

Extk(R/(xR

Theorem 2.8. Let <ti and <ti' be Abelian categories with exact direct
limits, and let U and U' be proper generators of <ti and <ti', respectively.
If the rings Hom'if(U, U) and Hom'if'(V', V') are isomorphic, then there
exists a categorical

equivalence

F : <ti 4- C(j" such that F (U)

Proof. By Proposition 2.2, J = J(E),

= V'.

so by Gabriel and Popesco's

theorem(*), T induces an equivalenceJtEj[l'(J(E»

4- <ti. Let T-l

de-

note the inverse of this equivalence. Then T-l(V) = E. Similarly there
is an equivalence T' : JtE,/[I'(J(E'»
-J>-~' with T'(E') = V'. The isomorphism E ~ E' induces an equivalence G : vilE'" vilE' with G (E) = E'.
Now I EJ(E) if and only if G(I) E J(E'), for since G is exact, E'IG(I)
~ G(E/I), so that HomE(EjI, E) ~ HomE' (E'jG(I), E') and
Ext1(EII,

E) ~ Ext1' (E'jG(I), E').

Thus G induces an equivalence G': Jt E/[I' (J (E» '" Jt E' j [I' (J (E') )
with G' (E) = E'. Now the composition T' 0 G' 0 T-I yields the desired
equivalence.

3. Injectives and Injective Envelopes
Here the behavior of injectives under the action of the functors
8: <ti-J>JtE and T: JtE 4- C(j'is determined. Briefly, S preservesinjective envelopes(Corollary 3.3), and if X denotesthe injective envelope
of X, then T (8 (X» = X (Proposition 3.4). It follows that E is right
self-injective if and only if U is injective (Theorem3.5).
Proposition 3.1. If A E C(j'is injective,thenS (A) = Hom'if (U, A) is an
injective right E-module.
Proof. Let

i

O-J>-M -+N

11
S(A)
be an exact diagram in JtE. This induces an exact diagram

O-+T(M)~T(N)

I T(f) tJj !g
,
TS(A)
A)1
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in ~, which can be completed since A is injective. Let

<P(X,Y): Hom~(T(X),

Y) -J>-HomE(X, S(Y))

denote the isomorphism associated with the adjoint functors 8 and T.
Then tJ>:T 8 -?>- 1 by tJ>x= <p(8 (Y), Y)-l (ls(Y») for Y E <?J'. Let
P: 1.;/(E -?>8 T be the natural transformation given by
Px = <p(X, T(X)) (IT(X»)
for X E JlE. We have the following diagram in JlE.
i

0 --+M--+N

If /S(g)olJ?N
.j,/

S(A)

It remains to show that it commutes. We will refer to the following
commutative diagram.
Hom~(TS(A),

q;(S(A), A)
A) ---+HomE(S(A),

1 Hom~(T(f),

Hom~(T(M),

t

A)

Hom~(T(i),

I

Hom~(T(~),
'

I

A)
q;(M, A)
;.-HomE(M,

S(A))

A)

1 HomE(f, S(A))
S(A))

A)

q;(N,A)

HomE(i, S(A))

I

HomE(N, S(A))

)

'HOm'if(T(N),y)

Hom'if(T(N), T(N))

t

IHomE(N,S(y))

q;(N, T(N))

I

HomE(N, ST(N))

)

Now
HomE(f, S (A)) <p(S(A),A) ($A) = I = <p(M,A) Hom'if(T (f), A) ($A)
= <p(M,A) ($ A T (f)) = <p(M,A) (g T (i)) = <p(M,A) Hom'if(T (i), A) (g)
= HomE(i, S (A)) <p(N, A) (g) = <p(N,A) (g) i =
= <p(N,A) (Hom'if(T(N),g)

(IT(N»))i

= HomE(N, S(g)) (r:p(N, T(N)) (IT(N))) i = S(g) PNi,
concluding the proof.
Proposition 3.2. If A is an essential extension of B in C{j'then S (A) is
an essential extension of S(B) in vilE-

Proof. Let IE S(A) = Hom'6'(U, A) with I
kernel

of the

composition

U

~A

-+

=j=O. Let

K

~

AIB (i.e., K = 1-1 (B)).

U be a
Since A

is an essential extension of B, K =j=O. Thus there is a map g =j=0, g : U -+ U

Quotient Categoriesof Modules

with 1m g c K. Now 0 9=fg: U -+ B. Thus0 9=f

E
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S(A) implies 0 9=f(E)

(I S(B), and S(B) is essential in S(A).

Corollary 3.3. The functor S preservesinjective envelopes.
Proposition 3.4. If M E vilE is isomorphic to S (X) for some X E C(j,
and JI is an injective envelope of M in vilE, then T (JI)is an injective

envelopeof T (M) in <'(?
Proof. By the previous propositions, if A is an injective envelope of
T(M) in re, then S(A) is an injective envelope of ST(M) in JtE. Now
since M ~ S(X), ST(M) ~ STS(X) ~ S(X) ~ M. Thus S(A) ~ 11,
and T (11) ~ T S (A) ~ A is an injective envelope of T (M) in re.
If U is a generator in vi! R for some ring R, the previous proposition
says that jJJQ9EU is an injective envelope of U in Jt R.

Theorem3.5. The ring E is right selt-injectiveit and only it U is in.
jective

in <?f.

Proof. If E is right self-injective then U
proposition 3.4.

R::i

T (E) = T (E) = 0 by

Assume U is injective in C(j'.Then by Corollary 3.3, E

S (0)

R::i

E so E

R::i

S(U)

=

is right self-injective.

Corollary 3.6. If U is a generatorin vii R, and if E is right self-injective,
then the ring R is right self-injective.

I.....

Proof. By the theorem above, U is injective. But R is isomorphic to

a summand of a finite sum of copiesof U.
4. The Category of Abelian p-groups
The category of Abelian p-groups is Abelian with a generator and
exact direct limits. If U is a generator in this category, the trace ideal
of U in E is 0 (Theorem 4.2) and U is flat as a module over E (Theorem 4.1). It is not known which generators are proper, but some information about them is provided in 4.4,4.5 and 4.6. The reader is referred
to [2] for the group theoretical facts used in the sequel. The category of Abelian p-groups will be denoted by re.

Theorem4.1. Let G bean Abelian p-groupwith maximum divisible subgroup D. If GID is unbounded,then G is flat as a moduleover its endomorphismring.
Proof. It is easy to see that the category C'(/of Abelian p-groups is
Abelian with exact direct limits. Also, any G E C'(/with GID unbounded
Conference on Categorical Algebra
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is a generator. Let E = Hom~(G, G). It is easy to seethat the adjoint
of the functor Hom~(G,.): ~ -+ JlE is just (. @EG): JlE -+~. By
Theorem(*), this functor is exact. In other words, G is flat as a module
over E.

A classicalresult is that any Abelian p-group is determined by its
endomorphismring. The usual construction of a p-group a from its endomorphism ring gives no hint that if aiD is unbounded, then a is E-flat.
However 4.1 suggeststhat if aiD is unbounded, then a may be constructable from E as a direct limit of projectives, showing at once that
a is determined by E and is E-flat. This is indeed the case, and that
construction has been carried out in another paper [6].
Proposition 4.2. Let C(jbe the category of Abelian p-groups for some prime

p, U a generatorin C(j.Let t be the trace ideal of U in E = Hom'if{U, U),
and let r()
{II I is a right ideal of E, IU = U}. Then t = r = o.
Proof. Let x E U, x

0,0 (x) = pn and let m be any positive integer.
Since U is a generator, U has an unbounded basic subgroup, so U has
a cyclic summand Zy of order > pn+m. If U = Zy EB H, let IX J U -+ U
be the homomorphismdefinedby IX(ry + h) = rx for r E Z, hE H. Write
r = pkt with (t, p) = 1. If rx =!= 0 then k < nand o(rx) = pn-k. Now
o(ry + h) :2: o(ry) = pn+m-k > pn-k = o(rx) = o(IX(ry + h)). In fact
for U E U with IX(U) =!= 0, U = pkty + hand
o(u)

-

O(iX(U))

=!=

> pn+m-k- pn-k = pn-k(pm - 1) > p(pm - 1).

Now let I(m) = {eEElo(u) - o(e(u))?= p(pm - 1) if e(u) 9"=O}.
Then I(m) is a right ideal of E, for e E E, (XE I(m) and (Xe(u) 9"= 0 then

o(u) - o((Xe(u))> o(e(u)) - o((Xe(u))?=p(pm - 1). From the first
paragraph it is clear that I(m) U = U for any m> o. Thus
00

tcrcnI(m)

=0.

m==l

Corollary 4.3. HomE(U, E) = O.
The remainder of this section is an attempt to determine the proper
generators in the category of Abelian p-groups. First it is shown that
not every generator is proper. A p-group is torsion-complete if it is the
torsion-subgroup of its closure in the p-adic topology.
Proposition 4.4. Let G bean unboundedtorsion-completeAbelian p-group.
Then G is a generator in the category01Abelian p-groups, but is not proper.

Proof. The group G is a generatorsinceit is unbounded and reduced.
Let B be a basic subgroup of G. The pure exact sequence
0 -+ B -+ G -+

GfB-+O
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yields the exact sequence

O~Hom(GIB, G) ~Hom(G,G) ~Hom(B, G) ~Pext(GIB, G).

(Pext(a/B, a) is the group of pure extensionsof a by a/B. See[5].)
Now Hom(aJB,a) = 0 since a/B is divisible and a is reduced. Also
Pext(G/B, G) = 0 since G is torsion-complete. Then Hom(G, G) -+
-+ Horn

(B, G) is an isomorphism.But B * G sinceB is a direct sum of

cyclic groups and G is not. Hence G is not proper.
Proposition 4.5. Every non-reducedgeneratorin the category of Abelian
p-groups is a proper generator.

Proof. A non-reducedp-group G has Z (pOO) as a summand, and Z (pOO)
is a co-generator, whence G is proper.
Theorem4.6. Let G bea generatorin the categoryof Abelian p-groups.
If Pext(G, G) = 0 and G is not torsion-complete,
then G is proper.
Proof. By 4.4, G may be assumed to be reduced. Suppose H c G,
H

=1=

G, and Hom(G, G)

~ Hom(H,

G) is an isomorphism. Then GIH is

divisible,sinceotherwiseHom(GIH,G) 0 and <Pwould not be a mono=1=

morphism. Assume that H is not pure in G. Then no basic subgroup of
R is pure in G, and so R has a cyclic summand, generated by lb, say,
that is not a summand of G. If h is of order pn, then pn-lh is of height
at least n in G. That is, there is agE G such that png = pn-lh. Project
H onto the cyclic summand of R generated by h. Suppose this projection
can be extended to an endomorphism at of G. Then the order of at(g) is
pM1 and so at(G)/at(R)
O. However, since GIR is divisible, at(G)/at(H)
is divisible. But at(H) is finite and at(G) is reduced. This is an impossibility.
Thus H may be assumed to be pure in G, and the pure exact sequence
0 -+ H -+ G -+ GIR -+ 0 yields the exact sequence
=1=

Hom(G,

G)

<P
~

Hom(H, G) ~Pext(GIH,

G) ~Pext(G,

G) = O.

Since G is not torsion-complete, Pext(GjH, G) =1= 0, so <Pis not an isomorphism. This concludes the proof.
One justification for Theorem 4.5 is
Corollary 4.7. Let G be a generator in the category of Abelian p-groups.
If G is a direct sum of cyclic groups, then G is a proper generator.
Proof. G is not torsion-complete, being an unbounded direct sum of
cyclic groups. Since Pext(G, G) = 0, 4.5 applies.
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